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MAMINO® -  Malut i  Mining Innovations,  a ful ly  Basotho-owned
company establ ished in 2020,  is  dedicated to revolut ionizing
the mining industry through innovative services.  Our core focus
areas include contract mining,  processing,  and laboratory
services.  With a team of experienced consultants,  we offer  a
wide range of expert ise in geological  and mining discipl ines,
covering target generat ion,  explorat ion management,  core
sampling,  mine design,  and more.  We are committed to
del iver ing exceptional  value and professional ism at every stage
of a mining project ,  f rom explorat ion to execution and ongoing
operations.  Embracing cutt ing-edge technology and
environmental  responsibi l i ty ,  MAMINO® str ives to redefine
industry standards and ensure a sustainable and prosperous
future for  the mining sector.  Partner with us to unlock the ful l
potential  of  your mining endeavors.

COMPANY OVERVIEW



Vision
Our vision at MAMINO® - Maluti Mining Innovations is to be the forefront of transformative change in the mining industry, setting
new benchmarks for innovation, sustainability, and social responsibility. As a trusted leader in the field, we envision a future where
mining operations harmoniously coexist with the environment, benefitting local communities and contributing to the overall well-
being of society. Through our unwavering commitment to excellence, cutting-edge technologies, and ethical practices, we aspire
to be a driving force in shaping a progressive and thriving mining sector that serves as a catalyst for positive global impact.



Values
At MAMINO® - Maluti Mining Innovations, our values
serve as the bedrock of our identity and guide our every
action. Integrity is at the core of all our endeavors,
ensuring transparency, honesty, and ethical conduct in
every aspect of our operations. We embrace innovation
as a catalyst for progress, constantly seeking new and
better ways to exceed expectations and drive positive
change in the mining industry. Our commitment to
excellence fuels our relentless pursuit of knowledge,
expertise, and precision, ensuring top-notch services and
outcomes for our clients. We are dedicated to
environmental responsibility, promoting sustainable
practices that minimize our ecological impact and leave a
lasting positive legacy. Above all, our people-centric
approach emphasizes respect, diversity, and
collaboration, empowering our team members, clients,
and communities alike to thrive and prosper together.



Services
MAMINO® provides "one stop" specialist services in the fields of geological and mine modeling, resource
and reserve evaluation and project feasibility studies. Our services include the following. MAMINO®: 

Provides geological modeling services. 
Provides experienced and professional geological consulting. 
Compiles Competent Person's Report. 
Compiles, report and sign off mineral resource estimates. 
Provides mine design, mine layout and scheduling services. 
Provides geological database services (GEOBANK &SABLE) 
Undertakes reviews and audits of resource estimations. 
Provides input into strategic mining decision making. 
Provides short and long-term mine planning services. 
Assists in evaluation of mineral deposits. 
Provides exploration management, core logging and sampling services. 
Performs desktop studies. 
Undertakes and assists in due diligence processes. 
Assists with other mining expertise in feasibility studies. 
Provides training and skills transfer to the broader geological fraternity. 
Supply of HDPE pipes
Suppliers of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE).
Yellow plant rental
Suppliers of new tires and refurbishments for yellow plants

MAMINO® is able to offer these services as a result of the close working relationship that exists between
our permanent staff, our professional associates and strategic industry alliances. MAMINO® provides
added expertise to its clients in areas such as mining engineering, valuation, project finance, rock
engineering, working at height services, Diamond dealing services, geophysical logging, due diligence
studies and geological audits and reviews. 



MAMINO® Drill & Blast Services:
Unleashing Precision and Power
MAMINO® Drill & Blast Services are characterized by precision, power, and expertise. Our experienced team combines cutting-
edge technology with a deep understanding of geology and explosives to deliver exceptional results. Key benefits include
customized solutions for each project, unwavering commitment to safety, optimized efficiency, environmental responsibility, and a
proven track record. We specialize in mining, quarrying, civil construction, and infrastructure development, working closely with
clients to ensure project success. MAMINO® is the choice for those seeking precision excavation and rock fragmentation services
that redefine industry standards.

At MAMINO®, we don't just break ground; we shatter expectations.



MAMINO® Rope Crew:
Mastering Heights,
Unmatched Expertise
MAMINO® Rope Crew is a pinnacle provider of Rope
Access Services for elevated projects. Our seasoned
technicians possess extensive experience and prioritize
safety, cost-effectiveness, versatility, and minimal
disruption. Our services encompass building
maintenance, inspections, construction support, and
specialized solutions. MAMINO® Rope Crew is
committed to client collaboration and eco-conscious
practices. For precision, safety, and efficiency at heights,
trust MAMINO® Rope Crew to redefine your project's
potential.

Soar to Unprecedented Heights with MAMINO®



MAMINO® Construction: Building
Dreams, Creating Excellence
MAMINO® Construction is known for turning visions into enduring structures. With extensive industry experience, we provide end-
to-end solutions, innovative design, and a commitment to quality and sustainability. Safety and timely project delivery are
paramount, and a client-centric approach ensures customer satisfaction. Our portfolio showcases excellence in residential,
commercial, and industrial projects, making them a trusted partner in bringing dreams to life through construction.

Join hands with MAMINO®, and together, we'll construct a future filled with success and excellence. Your vision, our expertise, a
harmonious future.



Customized Water Treatment Solutions
MAMINO® - Maluti Mining Innovations is a prominent provider of customized water treatment solutions for mining and industrial
operations. Our core strength lies in tailoring solutions to meet the unique needs of each client, using cutting-edge technology to
ensure efficiency and compliance with environmental regulations. We offer a comprehensive suite of services, including water
quality analysis, bespoke treatment system design and installation, water recycling solutions, processing equipment supply,
compliance support, and ongoing maintenance. Our commitment to environmental responsibility, cost efficiency, and
sustainability has earned us a reputation as a trusted partner in optimizing water management processes for diverse industries.
With a proven track record of success, MAMINO® stands out as a reliable choice for businesses seeking to enhance their water
management practices. Our innovative solutions not only improve water quality but also reduce operational costs and promote
environmental stewardship. Whether it's addressing specific contaminants or ensuring compliance with rigorous standards,
MAMINO®'s customized water treatment solutions are designed to deliver long-term benefits for our clients.

"Clean Water, Custom Solutions: We Make Every Drop Count!"



Waste Management:
Elevating Sustainability
with MAMINO®
MAMINO is a trailblazer in waste management, driven by a
profound commitment to environmental preservation and
sustainable practices. Our approach focuses on innovation,
championing sustainability, and tailoring solutions to individual
client needs. We pride ourselves on pioneering technologies
and methodologies that redefine how waste is managed,
placing efficiency and sustainability at the forefront.

Our comprehensive suite of services covers waste collection,
recycling, responsible disposal, and expert consultation and
education. With a keen eye on environmental stewardship, we
prioritize waste reduction, recycling, and responsible disposal
to minimize ecological impact. MAMINO understands that
each client is unique, and we craft customized waste
management strategies that align seamlessly with their goals
and sustainability values.



Renewable Energy:
Powering Tomorrow with
MAMINO® Energy
At MAMINO Energy, we are pioneers in the renewable energy sector, leading the
charge towards a sustainable and energy-efficient future. Our unwavering
commitment to clean and renewable energy sources is at the heart of our
operations. We believe in harnessing the power of nature to meet today's energy
needs while preserving our planet for generations to come.

Our Approach

Innovation and Sustainability: MAMINO Energy is at the forefront of renewable
energy innovation. We harness cutting-edge technologies and sustainable
practices to maximize the efficiency and environmental benefits of renewable
energy sources.

Green Energy Portfolio: Our diversified portfolio includes solar, wind, hydro, and
biomass energy solutions. By offering a wide range of renewable options, we
empower our clients to choose the most suitable and sustainable energy sources
for their unique needs.

Customized Solutions: We understand that every business has distinct energy
requirements. MAMINO specializes in tailoring renewable energy solutions that
align with our clients' objectives, ensuring cost-effectiveness and environmental
responsibility.



Our Services

Solar Power: We harness the sun's abundant energy through state-of-the-art
photovoltaic systems, providing reliable and sustainable solar power solutions for
businesses of all sizes.

Wind Energy: MAMINO Energy taps into the power of the wind to generate clean
electricity. Our wind energy projects are designed to capture the maximum
potential of wind resources in any location.

Hydropower: We utilize the energy of flowing water to generate electricity through
small-scale and large-scale hydropower installations, contributing to a greener
grid.

Biomass Energy: Turning organic waste into energy, our biomass solutions
provide a sustainable and eco-friendly source of power while reducing waste
disposal costs.



Why Choose MAMINO for Renewable Energy?

Environmental Leadership: MAMINO Energy is dedicated to environmental preservation and
sustainability. By choosing us, you align your organization with a commitment to reducing carbon
footprints and combating climate change.

Cost Savings: Our renewable energy solutions not only contribute to a cleaner environment but also
offer long-term cost savings. We help you reduce energy expenses while enhancing your green
credentials.

Reliability and Expertise: With years of experience in the renewable energy sector, MAMINO Energy
delivers reliable and efficient solutions backed by a team of experts who understand the nuances of
sustainable energy generation.

Futuristic Vision: MAMINO Energy's vision extends beyond the present. We're investing in renewable
energy technologies that will shape the future, ensuring your organization remains at the forefront of the
energy revolution.

Join hands with MAMINO Energy to make the transition to renewable energy a reality. Together, we can
power a brighter, greener tomorrow while contributing to a sustainable and resilient energy future.



Team

Kobina Baffoe

- Chief Executive Officer 
- Certified Diamond Dealer 
- Rope Access Technician
- Licensed Blasting Technician

Tjapane Mpela

- Chief Financial Officer
- Certified Diamond Dealer
- Electrical Technologist

Tumisang J. Sibisi

- Chief Technical Officer
- Creative Director
- Multimedia Communications Specialist




